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Need to get moving? Huawei provides you with MooviT in AppGallery.

Huawei brings MooviT app to AppGallery. The urban mobility app has also developed a better interface for Huawei’s own browser.

Experience Ultra Vision with Huawei’s new camera and distortion correction algorithms that let you make the most of them.


This year’s HDC2020 was filled with a lot of exciting software updates from Huawei. Check out the event highlights and what’s coming for HarmonyOS and EMUI.

Video: Here’s everything you need to know about Huawei’s latest tech. If you’re a developer, there’s no doubt you’ve heard of Huawei’s annual Developer Conference (HDC). This year’s HDC2020 saw the arrival of HarmonyOS.

Seamlessly switch sound between your devices with HUAWEIShare.
Let's leap forward. Check out the launch event highlights from our beautifully designed HuaweiWatch GT2 Series. KeepFurtheAhead

Extraordinary both inside and out, HuaweiWatch GT2 has joined the @Huawei Design family, bringing the activity tracking features you know and love to a new classic luxe design. KeepFurtheAhead

Don't settle for the ordinary. HuaweiyEyeswear is your chic personal assistant. Simply knock, pinch, slide, with smart and convenient control. KeepFurtheAhead

Introducing HuaweiFreeBuds Studio Headphones 40mm high-resolution sound quality & up to 40dB intelligent Dynamic Active Noise Cancellation. A whole new multi experiencia wrapped up in a stunning, minimalist design for your own world. KeepFurtheAhead

Smaller yet powerful. HuaweiSound punches a punch thanks to its 4-speaker acoustic design & 360-degree surround sound in only One Hop. KeepFurtheAhead
Join us as we launch the HUAWEI Mate 40 Series.

Across screens and devices - sharing has never been easier!

To grab the market and ensure customer experience, Indofun needs quick deployment in new games and stable network quality. HUAWEI CLOUD is able to provide Indofun with a comprehensive service package to meet all of Indofun’s requirements. Let’s see how game companies use HUAWEI CLOUD to improve gaming experience and deployment speed. Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/Sjolugv

Huawei releases its Q3 2020 business results, reporting CNY 671.3 billion in revenue for the first three quarters of 2020, up 9.9% on the same period last year. See More

With the Huawei Scene Kit, developers can leverage rich 3D rendering capabilities to create the next generation of digital beauty. https://tinyurl.com/y2jx5d4t
Huawei Mobile Services®

Presenting the **HUAWEIMate40 Series** for your eyes only. Check it out again.

#LeapFurtherAhead #HMS
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AppGallery®

#AppGallery is even better with our friends.
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Technology is meant to make life better. Huawei's **Mate40 Series** launch was designed to do just that. Check out the highlights.

#LeapFurtherAhead https://tinyurl.com/yydbldkk
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Laura Kent

My 2 year old mate SE has come unglued ‘rem the screen and the screen is cracked and ruined!
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One tap to enter your own world. **#FreeLacePro**
Cybersecurity needs more women - Canadian Security Magazine

Expert Reviews gives the Huawei FreeBuds Pro 5/5 stars: Read why. https://tinyurl.com/y65yvvcf

It's the little things that make the biggest difference. #FastCharge #NoiseCancelling.

Huawei Enterprise • Yesterday at 2:17 AM

With 35 ms ultra-low writing latency, Huawei #ideaHub makes e-writing more smoothly and responsively. It is just as simple as pen and paper. Learn more: https:/... See More
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Huawei Mobile was live. Yesterday at 4:32 AM

With an unprecedented power, the HUAWEI Mate40 is here. Live at 14:00 CEST on 22.10.2020 as we LeapFurtherAhead.